Unless otherwise stated, shipments, crossings or imports are for the weeks ending May 28, June 4, and June 11, 2022, in that order in thousand hundredweight (cwt) or 100,000-pound units. The expected movement is for the period June 12- June 25, 2022. Prices are for Monday, June 13, 2022, compared to Monday, May 06, 2022. Unless otherwise stated, sales are F.O.B. Shipping Point Basis (including Delivered Sales, F.O.B. Shipping Point Basis) or port of entry and extra services are included. Prices represent open (spot) market sales by first handlers on product of generally good quality and condition unless otherwise stated and may include promotional allowances or other incentives. No consideration is given to after-sale adjustments unless otherwise stated. Brokerage fees paid by shipper are included in the price reported.

---BLACKBERRIES

**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS** Crossings 50-27-20 --- Movement expected to decrease. Supplies insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. Quality and condition variable. Light and sporadic crossings expected to continue through June 24. **LAST REPORT.**

**GEORGIA** Shipments 1-5-12 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Slightly Lower. Flats 12 6-ounce cups with lids mostly 12.00-14.00. Quality generally good.

**SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA** Shipments 4-7-8 --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. Quality variable. The first F.O.B. report is expected to be issued the week of June 26.

**NORTH CAROLINA** Shipments 0#-1-4 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies insufficient to establish a market. Quality variable. The first F.O.B. report is expected to be issued the week of June 26. **FIRST REPORT.** (# less than 50,000 lbs)

**GUATEMALA IMPORTS – PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA** Imports 1-1-1 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. From Guatemala. cartons flat 12-6 oz cups with lids mostly 15.00-16.00. Supply moderate. Quality and condition variable, but generally good.

---BLUEBERRIES

**SOUTH GEORGIA** 2022 CROP Shipments 38-36-44 --- Movement expected to remain about the same current week, continue seasonal decrease the next. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Flats 12 1-pint cups with lids large mostly 22.00-23.00, 6 ounce large 14.00-16.00. Quality variable.

**SOUTH AND CENTRAL DISTRICT CALIFORNIA** Shipments 61-55*-41 --- Movement expected to decrease. Trading early moderate, late active. Prices Slightly Higher. Flats 12 1-pint cups with lids mostly 24.00. Flats of 12 6-ounce cups with lids mostly 14.00-16.00. ORGANIC Flats 12 6-ounce cups mostly 24.00-26.00 Quality generally good. Most present shipments from prior bookings and/or previous commitments. (* revised)

**EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA** Shipments 39-50-37 --- Movement expected to decrease slightly towards the end of the current trade week due to unseasonably high temperatures coupled with wet conditions. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Flats 12 1-pint cups with lids medium-large 22.00-24.00. Quality variable. Includes palletizing and cooling. Includes prior commitments.

**SOUTH NEW JERSEY** 2022 CROP Shipments 0-0-0 --- Movement is nearly non existent so far but is expected to increase drastically by weeks end. Current supplies are extremely light and in too few hands to quote. **FIRST REPORT**

---RASPBERRIES

**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS** Crossings 59-47-50 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply. Available supplies in too few hands to establish a market. Quality variable. Light and sporadic crossings expected to continue through June. **LAST REPORT.**

**SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA** Shipments 9-15-22 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. Quality variable. The first F.O.B. report is expected to be issued by June 17.
---STRAWBERRIES

SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA  Shipments 365-386-457  --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Very Slow. Prices Lower. Flats 8 1-pound containers lids large-extra large mostly 6.00-7.00, ORGANIC Flats 8 1-pound containers lids large-extra large mostly 8.00-10.00. Quality variable. Some sales booked open with price to be established later. Some berries being diverted to freezer and/or processor.

SANTA MARIA CALIFORNIA  Shipments 302-251-231  --- Movement expected to decrease. Trading Very Slow. Prices Lower. Flats 8 1-pound containers lids medium-large mostly 5.00-7.00. ORGANIC flats 8 1-pound containers with lids medium-large mostly 8.00-10.00. Quality and condition variable. Some sales booked open with price to be established later. Some berries being diverted to freezer and/or processor.

---CLEMENTINES

CHILE IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA  Imports 1-U-4  --- The first F.O.B. report expected to be issued in the following week. (U = unavailable)

PERU IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA AND NEW YORK CITY AREA  Imports 1-2-4  --- Movement expected about the same. Prices Slightly Higher. Flat cartons 10 3-lb mesh bags 20 sz mostly 32.00-34.00, 24 sz mostly 32.00- 34.00, 28 sz mostly 32.00-34.00, 32 sz mostly 32.00-34.00, 36 sz mostly 32.00-34.00.

---GRAPEFRUIT

FLORIDA  Shipments 1-0-0 (Includes exports 0-0-0)  --- Prices not reported. Shipments are for weeks ending May 14, 21 and 28 in that order. Shipments are from the certified citrus reports issued by the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. LAST REPORT.

SOUTH AND CENTRAL DISTRICT CALIFORNIA  Shipments Moderate---Movement expected about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. 7/10 bushel cartons Star Ruby Shippers First Grade 23s 21.95-24.95, 27s mostly 22.95-25.95, 32s mostly 25.95-26.95, 36s 24.95-26.95, 40s mostly 22.95-24.95, 48s mostly 20.95-21.95, 56s mostly 18.95-20.95; Shippers Choice 23s 18.95-19.95, 27s 19.95-20.95, 32-36s mostly 20.95-21.95, 40s mostly 20.95, 48s mostly 19.95, 56s mostly 18.95; ORGANIC Shippers First Grade 23s 30.95-34.95, 27-32s 30.95-36.95, 36-48s mostly 28.95-34.95.

---LEMONS

ARGENTINA IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA  Imports 3-1-42  --- The first F.O.B. report expected to be issued in the following week.

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA  Shipments Moderate---Movement expected to increase seasonally. Trading Fairly Active. Prices Generally Unchanged. 7/10 bushel cartons Shippers First Grade 75s mostly 20.95-24.95, 95s mostly 23.95-26.95, 115-165s mostly 24.95-27.95, 200s mostly 22.95-26.95, 235s mostly 21.95-24.95; Shippers Choice 75s 18.95-19.95, 140s mostly 19.95-21.95, 165-200s mostly 20.95-22.95, 235s mostly 19.95-21.95; ORGANIC Shippers First Grade 95-115s mostly 30.95-38.95, 140s mostly 27.95-34.95.

CHILE IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA  Imports U-U-U  --- The first F.O.B. report expected to be issued in the following week. (U = unavailable)

---LIMES

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS  Crossings 213-180-259  --- Movement expected about the same. Trading 200s moderate, others fairly slow. Prices Combination 200s higher, U.S. One 175-200s and Combination 175s slightly lower, others generally unchanged. 40 pound cartons Seedless type U.S. One 150s mostly 25.00-30.00, 175s mostly 18.00-20.00, 200s mostly 16.00-18.00, 230s mostly 12.00-14.00, 250s mostly 9.00-10.00; U.S. Combination 150s mostly 23.00-24.00, 175s mostly 14.00-16.00, 200s mostly 12.00-14.00, 230s mostly 8.00-9.00, 250s mostly 6.00-8.00. U.S. Combination includes good delivery standards and generally good quality.

---ORANGES

FLORIDA  Shipments 52-31-40 (Includes exports 3-1-1)  --- Prices not reported. Shipments are for weeks ending May 14, 21 and 28 in that order. Shipments are from the certified citrus reports issued by the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services.
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA  Crossings 23-17-7 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply. Supplies in few hands. Trading Moderate. Prices 138s slightly lower, 56s generally unchanged, others slightly higher due to light supplies. Valencia No Grade Marks 7/10 bushel cartons 56s 15.95, 72-88s 16.95-17.95, 113s mostly 18.95, 138s 16.95. Quality variable.

SOUTH AND CENTRAL DISTRICT CALIFORNIA  Shipments Fairly Light---Movement Navel expected to decrease seasonally, Valencia about the same. Navel supplies in few hands. Trading Fairly Active. Prices Navel First Grade 48-88s higher, others generally unchanged. 7/10 bushel cartons Navel Shippers First Grade 40s 25.95-27.95, 48s 30.95-32.95, 56s 30.95-33.37, 72s 30.95-32.95, 88s 28.95-30.95, 113s mostly 27.95-29.95; Shippers Choice 40-56s 19.95-21.95, 72s 21.95-22.95, 88s mostly 22.95-23.95, 113-138s mostly 26.95-28.95; Valencia Shippers First Grade 56s 22.95-24.95, 72s mostly 23.95-25.95, 88s mostly 24.95-26.95, 113-138s mostly 25.95-27.95; Shippers Choice 56s 18.95-20.95, 72s 19.95-21.95, 88s 20.95-22.95, 113-138s mostly 23.95-26.95; ORGANIC Valencia Shippers First Grade 56-88s mostly 28.95-32.95, 113-138s 24.95-28.95.

MELONS
---CANTALOUPES

GEORGIA  Shipments 5-55-141 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Fairly Slow. Prices Bins Much Lower. Includes palletizing and precooling. Athena Type 6s and 9s too few new sales reported to establish a market. 24 inch bins 110-120s mostly 130.00-150.00, 140-150s 90.00-120.00. Quality generally good.

IMPERIAL AND PALO VERDE VALLEYS CALIFORNIA AND CENTRAL AND WESTERN ARIZONA  Shipments CA 137-155*-139 --- AZ 176-192*-242---Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies 9s heavy, 12s light. Trading early fairly active, late fairly slow. Prices 9s lower, 12s slightly lower. 1/2 cartons 9s 7.95-9.95, 12s mostly 8.95-9.95. OVERSIZED 1/2 cartons 9s mostly 8.95-9.95; Shippers Choice 72s 21.95-22.95, 88s mostly 22.95-23.95, 113-138s mostly 26.95-28.95. Quality generally good. (*revised)

NORTH CAROLINA AND SOUTH CAROLINA  Light shipments are expected to begin within 2-5 days with sufficient volume and number of shippers for first F.O.B. report by week of June 19. FIRST REPORT.

---HONEYDEWS

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA  Crossings 69-56-54 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Supplies in few hands. Trading fairly active at slightly lower prices. Prices Slightly Lower. 2/3 cartons 5-6s 9.00-10.45, 8s 6.95-8.50. Quality variable.

IMPERIAL AND PALO VERDE VALLEYS CALIFORNIA AND CENTRAL AND WESTERN ARIZONA  Shipments CA 8-18-16 --- AZ 14-23*-24---Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies light. Trading early very active, late active. Prices Generally Unchanged. 2/3 cartons 5-6s mostly 11.95-12.95. ORGANIC 2/3 cartons 5-6s 15.95-17.95. Quality generally good. (*revised)

---MISCELLANEOUS MELONS

IMPERIAL VALLEY CALIFORNIA AND CENTRAL AND WESTERN ARIZONA  Shipments CA 3-10-7 --- AZ 8-27*-33---Movement expected to increase seasonally. Varieties include Hami, Golden Dew, Galia, Juan Canary, Casaba, Crenshaw and Santa Claus. Trading Fairly Active. Prices Generally Unchanged. Unofficial prices from trade sources Hami and Galia 2/3 cartons 5-6s mostly 11.95-13.95. Quality generally good. (*revised)

---WATERMELONS

CENTRAL AND NORTH FLORIDA  Shipments 1,345-983-821 --- (Seeded 84-50-46-Seedless 1261-933-775) ---Movement is expected to slightly decrease. Trading Red Flesh Seeded Moderate, Seedless Slow. Prices Lower. 24 inch bins. Red Flesh Seeded 35s 112.00-119.00. Seedless 36s mostly 105.00-119.00, 45s 126.00-133.00. 60s mostly 126.00-133.00. Quality generally good.

GEORGIA  Shipments 0-21-419 --- (Seeded 0-2-38-Seedless 0-19-381)---Movement is expected to increase as more growers start the season. Trading Red Flesh Seeded moderate, Red Flesh Seedless Fairly Slow. Prices Lower. 24 inch bins. Red Flesh Red Flesh Seeded 119.00. Seedless 36s 112.00-126.00 45s mostly 133.00, 60s 126.00-133.00. Quality generally good.


Source: USDA Specialty Crops Market News
1400 Independence Avenue Room 1529-S
Washington, DC 20250
Phone (202) 720-2175

LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY, TEXAS  Shipments 250-236*-316 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly active. Prices 60 count slightly higher, others generally unchanged. Red Flesh Seedless 24 inch bins approximately 35 and 45 counts mostly 126.00-140.00, approximately 60 count mostly 126.00. Quality generally good. (* revised)

IMPERIAL AND COACHELLA VALLEYS CALIFORNIA, WESTERN AND CENTRAL ARIZONA  Shipments CA 10-52-34 --- AZ 38-79*-89---REVISED DISTRICT --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Red Flesh Seedless 24 inch bins approximately 35 mostly 140.00-145.00, 45 count mostly 145.00-154.00. Red Flesh Seedless Miniature cartons 6-9s mostly 11.95-12.95; ORGANIC 6-9s mostly 15.95-16.95. Quality generally good. Harvest expected to begin in Coachella Valley and Central Arizona the week of June 12. (*revised)

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY CALIFORNIA  Shipments 0-6-18 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Trading Active. Unofficial prices from trade sources Red Flesh Seedless 24 inch bins approximately 35 count mostly 140.00-145.00, approximately 45 count mostly 150.00-154.00. Red Flesh Seedless Miniature cartons 6-9s mostly 11.95-12.95. Quality generally good. FIRST REPORT

SOUTH CAROLINA  Shipments 0-5-17 --- Light shipments have begun. Expect sufficient volume and number of shippers for first F.O.B. report within 3-7 days.

OTHER FRUIT

---APPLE PEARS

CHILE IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY LOS ANGELES AREA  Imports U-U-U --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Cartons 1 layer Apple Pears Hosui 10s mostly 14.00, 14s mostly 17.50, 16s mostly 16.00. (U = unavailable)

CHILE IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA  Imports U-U-U --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Higher. Cartons 1 layer Apple Pears Hosui 8s supplies insufficient to establish a market, 10s mostly 16.00-17.00, 14s mostly 15.00-17.00, 16s mostly 14.00-16.00, 18s mostly 14.00. (U = unavailable)

---APPLES

YAKIMA VALLEY AND WENATCHEE DISTRICT WASHINGTON  2021 CROP Shipments 989-821-859 (Includes exports 226-221-224)--- Movement expected about the same. Trading Fairly Active. Prices Generally Unchanged. Cartons tray pack Washington Extra Fancy Red Delicious 64-88s mostly 18.00-20.00, 100-113s mostly 16.00-18.00, 125s mostly 16.00-17.00; Golden Delicious (fine appearance) 72s mostly 30.00-34.00, 80s mostly 28.00-34.00, 88s mostly 28.00-32.00, 100s mostly 24.00-28.00, 113s mostly 20.00-24.00; Fuji 72s mostly 20.00-24.00, 80s mostly 20.00-22.00, 88s 19.00-22.00, 100-113s mostly 18.00-20.00; Granny Smith 64-72s mostly 18.00-20, 80-88s 18.00-22.00, 100-125s mostly 18.00-20.00; Gala 64s mostly 24.00-28.00, 72s mostly 25.00-29.00, 80-88s mostly 24.00-28.00, 100s 22.00-25.00, 113-125s mostly 20.00-22.00; Honeycrisp 64-88s mostly 48.95-52.95, 100s mostly 42.95-46.95, 113s mostly 34.95-38.95. Cartons 12 3-pound film bags Washington Extra Fancy Gala (fine appearance) 72-80s mostly 40.00-44.00, 88s mostly 38.00-44.00, 100s mostly 34.00-38.00. Cartons 12 3-pound film bags Washington Extra Fancy 2 1/2 inch minimum Gala mostly 30.95-34.95. Exports to (listed by volume in descending order) Mexico, Canada, Israel, Hong Kong, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Vietnam, Malaysia, U.S. Possessions, Venezuela, Costa Rica, UAE, Honduras, El Salvador, Indonesia, China, Thailand, Trinidad-Tobago, Ecuador, Guatemala and Panama.

CHILE IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA  Imports 43-24*-76 --- The first F.O.B. report is expected to be issued between June 15-17. (* revised)

NEW YORK  2021 CROP Shipments 47-30-36 --- Movement expected to seasonally decrease. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Fuji cartons tray pack U.S. Extra Fancy 80s-88s 31.00-34.00, McIntosh cartons tray pack U.S. Extra Fancy 80s-88s mostly 30.00-33.00. Cartons 12 3-pound film bags Red Delicious U.S. Extra Fancy 2 1/2 inch minimum mostly 22.00-23.00, Fuji U.S. Extra Fancy 2 1/2 inch minimum mostly 26.00-28.50, McIntosh U.S. Extra Fancy 2 1/2 inch minimum mostly 24.00-27.00.
APRICOTS
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY CALIFORNIA 2022 CROP Shipments U-#-3 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading 144s fairly active, others fairly active at lower prices. Prices 144s higher, others lower. Carton 2 layer tray pack 60-64s mostly 28.95-30.95, 70-72s mostly 26.95-28.95, 80-84s and 88s supplies in too few hands to quote. Carton 3 layer tray pack 144s mostly 34.95-36.39, 162 mostly 31.95-33.95. Primary varieties Poppycot and Coral Cot. Extra services included. (# less than 50,000 lbs, U = unavailable)

AVOCADOS
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS 2021 CROP Crossings 410-289-245 --- Movement expected to decrease. Trading Fairly slow at higher prices. Prices Higher. Cartons 2 layer 32s, 36s, 40s and 48s mostly 73.25-75.25, 60s mostly 72.25-74.25, 70s mostly 62.25-64.25, 84s mostly 40.25-43.25 Extra services included.

FLORIDA SOUTH DISTRICT 2022 CROP Shipments U-1*-3 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Various Green-skin varieties, mainly Donnie; Cartons 1 layer 9-12s mostly 14.00-16.00; Cartons 2 layer 18-24s mostly 28.00-32.00. (* revised, U = unavailable)

CARIBBEAN IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA 2022 CROP Shipments 15-14*-2 --- Movement expected to decrease. Trading Fairly Slow. From Dominican Republic by Boat; Various Green-skin varieties; Cartons 2 layer 14-24s. Supply insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. (* revised)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 2022 CROP Shipments 123-139-U --- Movement expected to decrease slightly. Trading Moderate. Prices Higher. Cartons 2 layers 32s and 36s mostly 76.25-78.25, 40s and 48s mostly 75.25-76.25, 60s mostly 72.25-73.25, 70s mostly 62.25-64.25, 84s mostly 40.25-43.25. Organic 48s mostly 89.25-91.25. Extra services included. (U = unavailable)

CHERRIES
YAKIMA VALLEY AND WENATCHEE DISTRICT WASHINGTON 2022 CROP Shipments 0-0-2 --- Movement expected to increase but remain light. Additional volume expected the week of June 17 as more growers begin the harvest. The first F.O.B. report expected to be issued the week of June 26. Quality generally good.

COCONUTS
CARIBBEAN IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports via Boat 1-1-1 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Lower. From Dominican Republic; few Guyana and Costa-Rica; 65-70 pounds sacks 40s mostly 30.00-32.00.

GRAPEFRUIT

COACHELLA VALLEY CALIFORNIA 2022 CROP Shipments 34-43#-3 --- Some shippers have begun harvesting, however supplies are insufficient to quote. F.O.B. expected to begin when sufficient volume is reported on or around June 15th. The marketing order requires three shippers to be harvesting in order to release information. (# less than 50,000 lbs)

KIWIFRUIT
CHILE IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA Imports 15-10*-13 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Prices Slightly Lower. 9 kg (19.8 lb) containers loose Hayward 25 sz mostly 24.00-26.00, 27 sz mostly 24.00-26.00, 30 sz mostly 22.00-24.00, 33 sz mostly 22.00-24.00, 36 sz mostly 19.00-20.00, 39 sz mostly 18.00. (* revised)

MANGOES
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 223-154-217 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Tommy Atkins and Kent very active, Ataulfo moderate. Prices Tommy Atkins 9-10s higher, Ataulfo 20-22s lower, Ataulfo 12-14s generally unchanged, others slightly higher. Cartons 1 layer Tommy Atkins and Kent 6-7s mostly 7.25-8.00, 8-9s mostly 7.00-7.50, 10s mostly 6.00-7.00, 12s mostly 5.00-5.50; Ataulfo 12s 7.00, 14s mostly 7.00, 16s mostly 6.50-7.00, 18s mostly 5.50-6.50, 20-22s mostly 4.00. Quality variable. Crossings include light supplies of Haden varieties.
**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA** Crossings 90-66-61 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Tommy Atkins very active, Ataulfo active. Prices Tommy Atkins slightly higher, Ataulfo generally unchanged. Cartons 1 layer Tommy Atkins 6s mostly 6.50-7.00, 7s mostly 6.50-6.75, 8s mostly 6.50, 9s mostly 6.00, 10s mostly 5.50; Ataulfo 12s 7.50-8.00, 14s mostly 7.50, 16s 6.50-7.00, 18s 6.00, 20s 5.00-6.00, 22s 5.00. Quality variable. Crossings include light supplies of Haden and Kent varieties.

---**NECTARINES**


---**PAPAYA**

**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS** Crossings 66-41-72 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early active, late fairly active. Prices Slightly Higher. 30-35 pound cartons Tainung mostly 16.00. 35-40 pound cartons Maradol mostly 17.00. Quality variable.

---**PEACHES**


---**PEARS**

**YAKIMA VALLEY AND WENATCHEE DISTRICT WASHINGTON** Shipments 53-43-46 (Includes exports 13-9-13) --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. 4/5 bushel cartons wrapped U.S. One D’Anjou 70s mostly 26.95-29.95, 80-90s mostly 25.95-29.95, 100-110s mostly 24.95-27.95, 120s mostly 23.95. Exports to (listed by volume in descending order) Mexico and Canada.

---**PINEAPPLES**

**CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORT OF ENTRY PHILADELPHIA AREA** Imports via Boat 130-101*-124 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. From Costa Rica. Cartons 1 layer 5s mostly 9.50-10.00, 6s mostly 9.50-10.50, 7s mostly 9.50-10.00, 8s mostly 9.00-10.00. Supply moderate. Long vessel, port unloading delays and releases reported. The NDF period is expected to last generally through July. Quality and condition variable, but generally good. (* revised)
CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Imports via Boat 86*-90*-91 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading 5-6s Fairly Active, others Fairly Slow. Prices 7s Slightly Lower, others Generally Unchanged. From Costa Rica. Cartons 1 layer golden ripe 5s mostly 10.00-11.00, 6s mostly 10.50-11.00, 7s mostly 10.00-10.50, 8s mostly 9.50-10.00. Supply 7s fairly heavy, others moderate. Lengthy vessel, port unloading delays and releases reported. The NDF period is expected to last generally through July. Quality and condition variable, but generally good. (* revised)

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS
Crossings 34-24-27 --- Movement expected to increase slightly. Trading early moderate, late active. Prices Higher. Cartons 1 layer golden ripe 5-7s 8.00-9.50. Quality variable.

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA
Imports via Boat 70-102-19 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices 8s Slightly Lower, others Generally Unchanged. From Costa Rica. Cartons 1 layer golden ripe 5-7s mostly 9.50-10.00, 8s mostly 9.00. Supply 7s fairly heavy, others moderate. Some vessel, port unloading and release delays reported. The NDF period is expected to last generally through July. Quality and condition variable, but generally good.

--- ANISE ---

CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA

--- CILANTRO ---

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS
Crossings 22-28-22 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early fairly active, late fairly slow. Prices Lower. 1 1/9 bushel crates mostly 10.50-11.00. Quality variable.

CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA

OXNARD DISTRICT CALIFORNIA
Shipments 8-7-8 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Lower. Cartons bunched 30s mostly 7.95-8.95, 60s mostly 11.95-12.95. Quality generally good.

--- ARTICHOKE ---

SOUTH AND CENTRAL CALIFORNIA AND MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND SAN LUIS ARIZONA
Shipments 18-16-17 (Crossings #*-#-0)--- Movement from California expected about the same, Mexico expected to decrease seasonally. Trading early fairly slow, late very slow. Prices 18s lower, others slightly lower. Cartons Globe 12s mostly 12.65-14.75, 18-24s mostly 13.75-15.75, 30s 13.75-15.85; ORGANIC 12-30s 20.55. Quality generally good. (# less than 50,000 lbs)

--- ASPARAGUS ---

PERU IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA
2022 CROP Imports via Boat 44-56*-53 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Xlge and Std Much Higher, Lge Higher, jbo Slightly Higher. From Peru. 11 lb cartons bunched Green jbo mostly 17.75-19.00, xlge mostly 17.75-18.95, lge mostly 14.75-15.75, std mostly 14.75, sm1 supplies in too few hands to establish a market. White lge supplies in too few hands to establish a market. Supply jbo and xlge fairly light, others moderate. Production expected to shift to the north of Peru by mid-June. Good demand from Europe being reported. Quality generally good. (* revised)

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS
2022 CROP Crossings 44-35-27 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Standard size moderate, others fairly active. Prices Higher. 11 pound carton/crates bunched jumbo mostly 14.75, large mostly 14.75, standard mostly 10.75. Extra services included. Most shipments are being booked at previously committed prices.

MICHIGAN
2022 CROP Shipments 12-9-9 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Pyramid cartons 28 lb bunched green sizes large and standard mostly 50.75-52.75, 11 lb cartons bunched green sizes large and standard mostly 20.75-22.75.

Source: USDA Specialty Crops Market News
1400 Independence Avenue Room 1529-S
Washington, DC 20250
Phone (202) 720-2175
--- BEANS, GREEN


--- BEANS, HARICOT VERT (FRENCH TYPE)

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports via Boat 13-11*-14 --- Movement expected to remain about the same this week, increase slightly next week. Trading Moderate. Prices Clipped Higher, bulk Slightly Lower. From Guatemala. 5 pound cartons mostly 8.00-9.00, Clipped mostly 10.00-11.00. Supply fairly light. Quality and condition variable, but generally good. (* revised)

--- BEANS, ROUND GREEN TYPE

EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA Shipments 1-9-16 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices bushel cartons/containers precooled Round Green Type Machine Picked 14.00-18.85.

--- BEETS


--- BOK CHOY

CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA Shipments 3-3-4 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Lower. 30 pound cartons mostly 24.85-26.65. Quality generally good.

--- BROCCOLI


MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 114-80-86 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Slightly Lower. 20 pound cartons loose Crown Cut Short Trim mostly 11.00-12.50. Quality variable.


--- BRUSSELS SPROUTS

SOUTH AND CENTRAL CALIFORNIA AND MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND SAN LUIS ARIZONA Crossings 46-32-47 (Shipments 15-14-18) --- Movement from Mexico expected to decrease, California expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late very slow. Prices much lower. 25 pound cartons medium (wide range in price) mostly 26.00-30.95. Quality variable.

--- CABBAGE

EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA Shipments 14-32-42 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Higher. 50 pound cartons Round Green Type medium 10.00-12.00.


OXNARD DISTRICT CALIFORNIA Shipments 8-7-7 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly active. Prices Green slightly higher, Red generally unchanged. 50 pound cartons medium Round Green 18.95, Red (supplies light) 29.95-30.95. Quality generally good.

Source: USDA Specialty Crops Market News
1400 Independence Avenue Room 1529-S
Washington, DC 20250
Phone (202) 720-2175

---CALABAZA

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports via Boat 4-4-3 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Lower. From Costa Rica; few Honduras; 50 pounds Sack mostly 12.00-13.00.

---CARROTS

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 81-80-92 --- Movement expected about the same. Supplies fairly light. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Lower. 50 pound sacks loose jumbo mostly 11.00-12.00. Quality variable.

KERN DISTRICT CALIFORNIA Movement expected about the same. Trading early active, late moderate. Prices 48 1-pound film bags slightly higher, jumbo much lower, others generally unchanged. 48 1-lb film bags medium-large 17.00-18.00; 50 lb sacks loose jumbo 16.00-16.50; 25 lb sacks loose jumbo 7.50-8.00; cartons 30-lb film bags Baby Peeled 19.80. ORGANIC 48 1-lb film bags and 24 2-lb film bags medium-large mostly 24.00-29.35; Baby Peeled cartons 24 1-lb film bags and cartons 12 2-lb film bags 21.60-22.50; cartons 30 1-lb film bags 27.00-28.00. Quality generally good. Most present shipments from prior bookings and/or previous commitments.

---CAULIFLOWER


SANTA MARIA CALIFORNIA Shipments 46-30-46 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early active, late fairly active. Prices 12s higher, 9s slightly higher. Cartons film wrapped White 12s mostly 8.85-10.15, 9s mostly 7.00-7.35. Quality generally good.

---CELERY


SANTA MARIA CALIFORNIA Shipments 46-50-82 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading 3 dozen fairly slow, others moderate. Prices much lower. Cartons 2 dozen 12.00-14.00, 2 1/2 dozen 12.00-12.15, 3 dozen mostly 10.00-10.50. Quality generally good.

SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA Shipments 2-14-74 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Trading Moderate. Prices cartons 2-3 dozen mostly 17.15-19.50; Hearts film bags 18s mostly 20.06-22.55. ORGANIC cartons 2 1/2 dozen mostly 34.50-38.55; Hearts film bags 18s mostly 34.50-39.55. Quality generally good.

---CHAYOTE

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 4-3-5 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Generally Unchanged. 40 pound cartons mostly 20.00-23.00. Quality variable.

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports via Boat 1-U-1 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Higher. From Costa Rica; few Honduras. 40 pounds carton mostly 18.00-20.00; 20 pounds carton mostly 14.00-14.50. (U = unavailable)

---CHINESE CABBAGE


---CORN, SWEET, CORN

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY CALIFORNIA Shipments 0-16-41 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Trading Active. Unofficial prices from trade sources 4 dozen minimum carton White and Bi-color mostly 17.95-18.95. Quality generally good.

SOUTH GEORGIA 2022 CROP Shipments 6-14-16 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Higher. Wirebound crates 4 dz Yellow, White and Bi-color 10.95. Quality generally good.
IMPERIAL AND COACHELLA VALLEYS CALIFORNIA Shipment 91-64-10 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply as most shippers are finished for the season. 4 dozen minimum carton White and Bi-Color supplies insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. Quality generally good. Lighter shipments expected through June 18. LAST REPORT

---CUCUMBERS

MEXICO CROSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 219-160-173 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early active, late moderate. Prices medium slightly lower, large generally unchanged. 1 1/9 bushel cartons medium mostly 10.95-12.95, fair quality mostly 7.95-8.95; large mostly 10.95. Quality variable. Most present shipments from prior bookings and/or previous commitments.

MEXICO CROSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA Crossings 141-115-86 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply. Supplies in few hands. Trading Moderate. Prices 36s slightly lower, others lower. 1 1/9 bushel cartons medium mostly 10.95, fair quality mostly 8.95, ordinary quality mostly 4.95-5.95; large 8.95-10.95. Cartons 36s mostly 6.95. Quality variable.

MEXICO CROSINGS THROUGH OTAY MESA Crossings 42-39-67 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies fairly light and in few hands. Trading early active, late moderate. Prices large slightly higher, others generally unchanged. 1 1/9 bushel cartons medium 16.95, fair quality 15.95-16.95; small mostly 10.95; large 15.95-16.95. Cartons 36s mostly 8.95. Quality generally good. Most present shipments from prior bookings and/or previous commitments.


CENTRAL AND SOUTH FLORIDA Shipment 29-13-3 --- Supply insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. LAST REPORT.

---EGGPLANT

CENTRAL AND SOUTH FLORIDA Shipment 21-14-8 --- Supply insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. LAST REPORT.

---ENDIVE

CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA Shipment 1-#-1 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Slightly Lower. Cartons 24s mostly 12.00-13.65. Quality generally good. (# less than 50,000 lbs)

---ESCAROLE

CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA Shipment 1-1-1 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Slightly Lower. Cartons 24s mostly 14.00-15.65. Quality generally good.

---GINGER ROOT

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA 2022 CROP Imports via Boat 7*-5*-6 --- Movement expected to decrease. Trading Moderate. Prices Higher. Costa-Rica cartons 26-30 pounds mostly 21.00-25.00; Ecuador and Honduras cartons 30 pounds mostly 21.00-25.00. Peru organic cartons 30 pounds mostly 30.00-32.00. (* revised)

---GREENS

LEXINGTON SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT 2021 CROP Shipment 10-13-9 --- Movement expected decrease due to extreme heat. Trading Moderate. Prices Unchanged. SUPPLY MODERATE, DEMAND GOOD. MARKET STEADY. cartons loose Kale 24s 10.00-11.00 mostly 10.00 few higher Mustard Curly 10.00-11.00 mostly 10.00 Turnip Tops 10.00-11.00 mostly 10.00 various containers bunched Collard 24s 10.00-12s 10.00-11.00 mostly 10.00 6s 10.00-11.00 mostly 10.00

SOUTH GEORGIA 2021 CROP Shipment 21-20-7 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Supplies in too few hands to establish market. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Few Collard and Kale available as the shift toward the North comes into play. LAST REPORT.

Source: USDA Specialty Crops Market News
1400 Independence Avenue Room 1529-S
Washington, DC 20250
Phone (202) 720-2175

EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA  Shipments 3-4-4 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Current supplies in too few hands to establish a market (prices according to industry sources: various containers bunched/loose Collard, Kale, Mustard, and Turnip Tops 10.00 -14.00).

---GREENS, KALE


OXNARD DISTRICT CALIFORNIA  Shipments 6-6-6 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices green slightly lower, Lacinato generally unchanged. Cartons bunched 24s green mostly 9.95-11.95, Lacinato (Tuscan) 13.95-14.95. Quality generally good.

---LEeks


---LETTUCE, BOSTON

SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA  Shipments 3-3-2 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Slightly Lower. Cartons 24s mostly 16.50-17.65. Quality generally good.

---LETTUCE, GREEN LEAF


SANTA MARIA CALIFORNIA  Shipments 5-3-5 --- Movement expected about the same. Supplies light and in few hands. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Cartons 24s mostly 10.00-10.85. Quality generally good.

---LETTUCE, ICEBERG

SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA  Shipments 415*-363-414 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading 24s fairly active, 30s moderate. Prices 24s slightly higher, 30s generally unchanged. Cartons 24s film lined mostly 11.45-12.75, filmwrapped mostly 12.45-13.75; 30s filmwrapped mostly 10.50-11.75. ORGANIC cartons 24s filmwrapped mostly 16.00-17.85, 12s filmwrapped mostly 8.55-9.95. Quality variable. (* revised)

SANTA MARIA CALIFORNIA  Shipments 86-70-79 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Fairly Active. Prices Slightly Higher. Cartons 24s film lined mostly 8.00-10.15, filmwrapped 9.00-11.15. Quality generally good.

---LETTUCE, RED LEAF

SALINAS-WATSONVILLE CALIFORNIA  Shipments 7-6-7 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Slightly Lower. Cartons 24s mostly 10.50-12.75; ORGANIC mostly 14.00-15.50. Quality generally good.


---LETTUCE, ROMAINE


---OKRA

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports 7-7*-5 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Slow. Prices Generally Unchanged. From Honduras. 1/2 bushel cartons med-lge mostly 18.00, Indian Type lge mostly 18.00. Supply very light and in very few hands. Rains in growing areas hampering production. Sporadic production and limited air space hampering movement. Quality and condition variable. (* revised)

FLORIDA SOUTH DISTRICT Shipments 4-4-4 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Active. Prices Generally Unchanged. Includes palletizing and precooling. 1/2 bushel cartons small-medium mostly 18.35. Quality generally good.

---ONIONS GREEN

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND SAN LUIS ARIZONA Crossings 121-94-119 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early fairly slow, late slow. Prices Slightly Lower. Cartons bunched 48s medium mostly 7.75-8.95. ICELESS 2 film bags Iceless 24 bunches per bag and 4 film bags 12 bunches per bag mostly 8.45-10.75. ORGANIC cartons bunched 48s medium 18.35-18.95. Quality variable. Most shipments from Mexico transferred to Central California for consolidation and distribution.

LEXINGTON SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT 2021 CROP Shipments 4-4-4 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Unchanged. SUPPLY LIGHT. DEMAND FAIRLY GOOD. cartons bunched 48s 17.00-18.00 mostly 17.00

---PARSLEY

CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA Shipments 7-7-7 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Plain slightly lower, Curly generally unchanged. Cartons bunched Curly 60s mostly 13.55-15.50, 30s mostly 10.55-12.50; Plain 60s mostly 19.75-21.50, 30s mostly 13.65-15.55; ORGANIC Curly 30s 18.50-20.50, Plain 30s mostly 18.50-18.95. Quality generally good.

OXNARD DISTRICT CALIFORNIA Shipments 7-6-5 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early fairly slow, late slow. Prices Plain much lower, Curly slightly lower. Cartons bunched 60s Curly 12.95-16.95, Plain mostly 15.95-16.95. Quality generally good.

---PEAS, GREEN

SOUTH AND CENTRAL CALIFORNIA AND MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND SAN LUIS ARIZONA Crossings 2-1-1 (Shipments 1-1-1)--- Movement in California expected to increase seasonally, Mexico expected about the same. Trading early fairly slow, late moderate. Prices Snow slightly higher, Sugar Snap generally unchanged. 10 pound cartons DECALYXED Sugar Snap mostly 15.00-16.55, Snow mostly 18.00-19.35. Quality generally good. (# less than 50,000 lbs)

---PEAS, SNOW

GUATEMALA IMPORTS – PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports 5-5-5 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Slightly Higher. From Guatemala. 10 pound cartons mostly 20.00-21.00. Supply light. Seasonal rains in growing areas hampering production. Quality and condition variable.

PERU IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA 2022 CROP Imports U-1*-U --- Movement expected to increase slightly but remain sporadic. Trading Active. From Peru. 10 pound cartons mostly 25.00-26.00. Supplies fairly light but are expected to increase in July. Quality generally good. (* revised, U = unavailable)

---PEAS, SUGAR

GUATEMALA IMPORTS – PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports 4-4-4 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Very Slow. Prices Much Lower. From Guatemala. 10 pounds carton mostly 10.00. Supply fairly light. Seasonal rains in growing areas hampering production. Quality and condition variable.

PERU IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA 2022 CROP Imports U-1*-U --- Movement expected to increase slightly but remain sporadic. Trading Fairly Slow. From Peru. 10 pound cartons 23.00-25.00. Supplies fairly light but are expected to increase in July. Quality generally good. (* revised, U = unavailable)
---PEPPERS, BELL TYPE

**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS** Crossings 103-83-116 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Red jumbo and extra large active, large active at slightly lower prices; others moderate. Prices Red jumbo and extra large generally unchanged, large slightly lower; others lower. GREENHOUSE 11 pound cartons Red jumbo and extra large mostly 12.00-14.00, large mostly 8.00-10.00; Yellow jumbo and extra large mostly 9.00; Orange jumbo and extra large mostly 9.00-11.00. Quality variable.


**SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY CALIFORNIA** Shipments 0-0-3 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Trading Fairly Active. Prices 1 1/9 bushel cartons Green extra large 22.95-24.95; irregular sized fair quality 16.95-18.95. Quality generally good.

---PEPPERS, OTHER

**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS** Crossings 75-66-73 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Habanero moderate, others fairly active. Prices Anaheim and Jalapeno slightly higher, Habanero much lower, others generally unchanged. 1 1/9 bushel cartons and crates Anaheim (supplies very light) mostly 36.00-38.00, Jalapeno mostly 17.00-19.00, Serrano mostly 17.00-18.00, Poblano mostly 22.00-24.00. 8 pound cartons Habanero orange mostly 22.00-24.00. Quality variable.

**MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA** Crossings 95-61-53 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply as most shippers are finished for the season. 1 1/9 bushel cartons per pound supplies in too few hands to establish a market. Quality variable. Lighter crossings expected to continue through June 18. LAST REPORT


---RADISHES


---RHUBARB

**OREGON AND WASHINGTON COAST** Shipments 1-2-1 --- Movement expected to decrease in Oregon, about the same in Washington. F.O.B. issued Mondays and Thursdays. Prices include palletizing and cooling, consolidation charges extra. Trading Fairly Active. Prices Slightly Higher. OPEN FIELD 20 pound cartons mostly 29.00-33.00. Quality generally good.

---SPINACH

**CENTRAL COAST CALIFORNIA** Shipments 11-11-11 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early fairly slow, late slow. Prices Lower. Cartons Flat 24s mostly 8.35-10.85; ORGANIC 12.50-14.55. Quality generally good.

---SQUASH

**SOUTH GEORGIA** 2022 CROP Shipments 20-28-22 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Yellow Straightneck small slightly higher, others unchanged. 1/2 and 5/9 cartons Zucchini small 8.35-10.85 medium 6.35-8.85; Yellow Straightneck small 12.35-12.85 medium 8.35-10.85. Quality generally good.

**EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA** Shipments 3-6-5 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. 1/2 and 5/9 bushel cartons Zucchini small 6.00-8.00; medium 4.00-6.00; Yellow Straightneck small 8.00-10.00, medium 6.00-8.00.

**VIRGINIA** Shipments Light. Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices 1/2 bushel cartons Zucchini small mostly 8.00-10.00, medium mostly 6.00-8.00; Yellow Straightneck small mostly 8.00-10.00, medium mostly 6.00-8.00.
---SQUASH, BUTTERNUT
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA Crossings 18-11-9 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply as most shippers are finished for the season. 1 1/9 bushel cartons supplies insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. Quality variable. Lighter crossings expected to continue through June 18. LAST REPORT

---SQUASH, KABOCHA
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA Crossings 19-9-5 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply as most shippers are finished for the season. 1 1/9 bushel cartons supplies insufficient and in too few hands to establish a market. Quality variable. Lighter crossings expected to continue through June 18. LAST REPORT

---SQUASH, ZUCCHINI
LEXINGTON SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT 2022 CROP Shipments 0-1-1 --- Expected to increase. Prices Zucchini small slightly lower SUPPLY VERY LIGHT. DEMAND FAIRLY GOOD. 1/2 bushel cartons/crates Zucchini sml 7.00-12.00 mostly 7.00 med 6.00-10.00 mostly 6.00

---SWEET POTATOES
EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA Shipments 105-84*-92 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. 40 pound cartons Orange Types U.S. No. 1 15.50-17.00, U.S. No. 1 Petite 13.00, U.S. No. 2 9.00-12.00, No Grade Marks jumbo 10.00-11.00 (* revised)

MISSISSIPPI 2021 CROP Shipments 18-18-16 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Unchanged. 40-pound cartons Orange Types U.S. Number One 17.00-19.00 U.S. Number Two and No Grade Marks jumbo mostly 11.00-12.00. Quality generally good.

ATWATER LIVINGSTON CALIFORNIA 2021 CROP Shipments 8-10-8 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Unchanged. 40 pound cartons Orange Types U.S. No. 1 mostly 23.00-24.00 Red Types U.S. No. 1 mostly 26.00 Orange and Red Types No Grade Marks med 15.00-17.00 jumbo 16.00-17.00 White Types U.S. No. 1 mostly 30.00-32.00 No Grade Marks med 16.00-17.00 jumbo 15.00-17.00 Japanese Types U.S. No. 1 mostly 38.00-40.00 No Grade Marks med 36.00-38.00; Organic 40 pound cartons Orange, Red and White Types U.S. No. 1 38.00-40.00 Japanese Types U.S. No. 1 40.00-42.00. Quality generally good.

LOUISIANA 2021 CROP Shipments 5-5-5 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Unchanged. 40-pound cartons Orange Types U.S. Number One 20.00 U.S. Number Two and No Grade Marks Jumbo 14.00. Quality generally good.

---TARO
CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA Imports via Boat 9-8-9 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Malanga Lila and Eddoes Higher; Malanga Blanca and Dasheen Lower. Mostly Costa-Rica, few Jamaica. 40 pounds carton Eddoes mostly 54.00-58.00; 40 pounds carton Dasheen (Coco Islena) mostly 18.00-22.00; Malanga Lila 40 pounds carton 54.00-59.00 and Malanga Blanca mostly 29.00-33.00.

---TOMATILLOS
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 40-38-42 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading early moderate, late fairly slow. Prices Lower. 1 1/9 bushel cartons/crates mostly 11.00-12.00. Quality variable.

---TOMATOES
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS Crossings 165-146-196 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading Fairly Active. Prices 5x5s higher, others slightly higher. Vine Ripes cartons 2 layer 4x5s mostly 16.95-17.95, 5x5s mostly 14.95-16.95. 25 pound cartons loose 5x5 size mostly 14.95-15.95, 5x6 size mostly 13.95-14.95. Quality generally good.

FLORIDA WEST AND SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT Shipments 0-8-128 --- Movement is expected to remain about the same. Trading 6x7 size Active. Others Very Active. Prices 6x7 size Lower, Others Slightly Higher. Extra service included. 25 pound cartons. 85 percent U.S. One or Better. 5x6 size 18.95-19.00, 6x6 size 18.95-19.00, 6x7 size mostly 13.00-17.00. Quality generally good.
MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA  Crossings 65-60-69 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply. Supplies 4x4s fairly light and in few hands. Trading Moderate. Prices 4x5s generally unchanged, others slightly higher. Vine Ripes cartons 2 layer 4x4s 14.95-16.95, 4x5-5x5s mostly 14.95. Quality generally good.

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH OTAY MESA  Crossings 8-17-33 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies 5x5-5x6s fairly light. Trading 4x4-4x5s moderate, 5x5-5x6s active. Prices 4x4-4x5s generally unchanged, others slightly higher. Vine Ripes cartons 2 layer 4x4s 14.95-16.95, 4x5s mostly 15.95-16.95, 5x5-5x6s mostly 16.95-17.95. Quality generally good.

VARIOUS US SHIPPING POINTS  Shipments 23-26*-23 --- Greenhouse. No prices reported. (* revised)

SOUTHEASTERN ARKANSAS  Shipments 0-0-4 --- Light shipments have begun. Expect sufficient volume and number of shippers for first F.O.B. report within 2-4 days.

--- TOMATOES, CHERRY

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH OTAY MESA  Crossings 5-5-5 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies in few hands. Trading early fairly active, late moderate. Prices Slightly Lower. Flats 12 1-pint baskets medium-large mostly 8.95. Quality generally good.

FLORIDA WEST AND SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT  Shipments 0-10-3 --- Movement is expected to decrease. Trading Fairly Slow. Prices Lower. Extra service included. 12 1 pint baskets with lids mostly 8.95-10.95. Quality generally good.

--- TOMATOES, GRAPE TYPE


FLORIDA WEST AND SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT  Shipments 1-10-17 --- Movement is expected to decrease. Trading Fairly Slow. Prices Lower. Palletizing and Precooling included. 12 1 pint containers with lids 6.95. 20 pound cartons 11.95-12.95. Quality generally good.


--- TOMATOES, PLUM TYPE

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH TEXAS  Crossings 170-147-181 --- Movement expected about the same. Trading extra large and large fairly active at slightly lower prices, medium fairly active. Prices medium generally unchanged, others slightly lower. Roma 25 pound cartons loose extra large mostly 12.95-14.95, large mostly 12.95, medium mostly 10.95-11.95. Quality generally good.

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH OTAY MESA  Crossings 46-67-103 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally. Supplies fairly light and in few hands. Trading early fairly active, late active. Prices Slightly Higher. Roma 25 pound cartons loose extra large mostly 14.95-15.95, large mostly 14.95. Quality generally good. Most present shipments from prior bookings and/or previous commitments.

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH NOGALES ARIZONA  Crossings 169-131-97 --- Movement expected to decrease sharply. Trading medium moderate, others active. Prices medium higher, others slightly higher. Roma 25 pound cartons loose extra large mostly 12.95-14.95, large mostly 12.95, medium mostly 9.95-10.95. Quality generally good.

FLORIDA WEST AND SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT  Shipments 0-0-4 --- Movement is expected to remain about the same. Trading Very Active. Prices Extra Large Generally Unchanged, Others Lower. Extra service included. 25 pound carton loose. Extra Large 15.00-17.00, Large 15.00-17.00, Medium 15.00. Quality generally good.

SOUTHEASTERN ARKANSAS  Shipments 0-0-4 --- Light shipments have begun. Expect sufficient volume and number of shippers for first F.O.B. report within 2-4 days.

--- YAMS (NAMES)

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA  Imports via Boat 4-4-5 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Higher. Costa-Rica and Jamaica. 45 pounds carton Yellow mostly 65.00-68.00 and 40 pounds carton White mostly 24.00-27.00.
---YUCA (CASSAVA)

CENTRAL AMERICA IMPORTS - PORTS OF ENTRY SOUTH FLORIDA
Imports via Boat 1-U-1 — Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. From Costa Rica; few Nicaragua, Ecuador and Honduras 37 pound cartons mostly 18.00-23.00. (U = unavailable)

ONIONS, DRY

---ONIONS, DRY

UNITED STATES
Shipments 857-839*-1,078 --- The top shipping areas for the week, in order were Mexico, New Mexico, Georgia, San Joaquin Valley California, and Imperial Valley California. The Market News Service survey of over 30,000 retail stores had 9,402 ads for onions last week, which is 5 percent lower then last weeks ads of 9.893. (* revised)

MEXICO CROSSINGS THROUGH SOUTH TEXAS
2022 CROP Crossings 196-176-306 --- Movement is expected to remain the same. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO
2022 CROP Shipments 42-149*-297 --- Movement expected to remain about steady. Trading Active. Prices Yellow Jumbo higher, others generally unchanged. Yellow Grano 50 lb sacks Super Colossal 20.00, Colossal mostly 18.00, Jumbo mostly 16.00-17.00, Medium mostly 16.00; White 50 lb sacks Jumbo 18.00-22.00, Medium 18.00; Red Globe Type 25 lb sacks Jumbo mostly 18.00, Medium mostly 16.00. (* revised)

VIDALIA DISTRICT
2022 CROP Shipments 144-142-143 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Unchanged. Yellow granex marked sweet 40 pound cartons jumbo mostly 22.00-26.00, organic 40 pound cartons mostly 32.00-33.00.

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY CALIFORNIA
2022 CROP Shipments 0-26-134 --- Movement expected to increase as more shippers begin to move onions, Trading Fairly Active. Prices Generally Unchanged. Yellow Grano Type 50 pound sacks jumbo 13.00-16.00, medium 13.00-15.00. Red Globe type 25 pound sacks jumbo 13.00-16.00, medium mostly 13.00-15.00.

IMPERIAL VALLEY CALIFORNIA
2022 CROP Shipments 302-225-98 --- Movement expected to decrease as season comes to an end. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Yellow Grano Type 50 pound sacks colossal 15.00-17.00, jumbo 14.00-15.00, medium 13.00-14.00. White 50 pound sacks jumbo mostly 18.00-20.00, medium mostly 18.00-20.00, Red Globe type 25 pound sacks jumbo mostly 18.00-19.00, medium mostly 17.00-18.00.

SAN ANTONIO-WINTER GARDEN-LAREDO DISTRICT TEXAS
2022 CROP Shipments 31-34-35 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

ARIZONA DISTRICT
2022 CROP Shipments 30-25-25 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

COLUMBIA BASIN WASHINGTON AND UMATILLA BASIN OREGON
2021 CROP Shipments 54-26-18 (Includes exports 11-8-4) --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Remaining supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY, TEXAS
2022 CROP Shipments 24-14-9 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Remaining supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

CENTRAL WISCONSIN
2021 CROP Shipments 12-9-7 --- Movement expected to seasonally decrease. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

NORTH AND EAST POINTS COLORADO
2021 CROP Shipments 5-5-5 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

ONIONS FOR PROCESSING

---ONIONS - PROCESSED

WESTERN UNITED STATES
Shipments 95-73-86 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. No prices reported.

EASTERN UNITED STATES
Shipments 28-6-12 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. No prices reported.

POTATOES
---POTATOES

UNITED STATES  Shipments 1,496-1,324-1,606 --- The top shipping states, in order, were Idaho, Colorado, California, Columbia Basin Washington, and Florida. The Market News Service survey of over 30,000 retail stores had 9,007 ads for potatoes last week, which is 3 percent lower than the last week's ads of 9,367.

UPPER VALLEY, TWIN FALLS-BURLEY DISTRICT IDAHO 2021 CROP Shipments 595-427-574 (Includes exports 13-5-16) --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Active. Prices Bales and U.S. Twos generally unchanged, others higher. Russet Burbank U.S. One baled 5-pound film bags 9.00-9.50, 50-pound cartons 40s mostly 16.00, 50s mostly 16.00, 60s mostly 19.00, 70s mostly 18.00-19.00, 80s mostly 19.00, 90s mostly 16.00, 100s mostly 13.00-14.00; U.S. Two 50-pound sacks 6 ounce minimum 7.00-8.00, 10 ounce minimum mostly 11.00. Russet

SAN LUIS VALLEY COLORADO 2021 CROP Shipments 262-228-323 (Includes exports 28-28-35) --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Moderate. Prices Firm. Russet Norkotah U.S. One baled 5 pound film bags 11.00-11.50, Baled 10 pound film bags 12.00-12.50; 50 pounds cartons 40-70s 19.00-20.00, 80s 17.00-20.00, 90-100s 13.00-15.00.


COLUMBIA BASIN WASHINGTON AND UMATILLA BASIN OREGON 2021 CROP Shipments 92-94-110 (Includes exports 20-24-26) --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Trading Active. Prices Bales and carton 40s, and 80-90s generally unchanged, others higher. Russet Norkotah baled 5-pound film bags Non Size A mostly 9.00, Baled 10-pound film bags Non Size A mostly 8.00, 50-pound cartons 40s mostly 20.00, 50-70s 20.00-21.00, 80s mostly 19.00, 90s mostly 15.00, 100s 14.00, U.S. Two 10 ounce 50-pound sack 11.00-12.00.

FLORIDA 2022 CROP Shipments 122-131-107 --- Movement expected to seasonally decrease. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

CENTRAL WISCONSIN 2021 CROP Shipments 128-82-102 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Trading Active. Prices Generally Unchanged. Russet U.S. One baled 5 10-pound film bags Non Size A mostly 12.00, baled 10 5-pound film bags Non Size A mostly 13.00; 50 pound cartons 40s-50s 19.00-21.00, 60s-70s 19.00-21.50, 80s mostly 19.00-20.00, 90s mostly 13.00-16.00, 100s mostly 13.00-15.00.

ARIZONA DISTRICT 2022 CROP Shipments 40-47-52 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Supplies in too few hands to establish a market. FIRST REPORT.

HEREFORD-HIGH PLAINS TEXAS 2021 CROP Shipments 38-42-43 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

MINNESOTA-NORTH DAKOTA (RED RIVER VALLEY) 2021 CROP Shipments 22-16-25 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

MICHIGAN 2021 CROP Shipments 20-31-21 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Remaining supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY MAINE 2021 CROP Shipments 24-25-18 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Remaining supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

KLAMATH BASIN OREGON AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 2021 CROP Shipments 18-16-18 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Supplies in too few hands to establish a market.

NEBRASKA 2021 CROP Shipments 13-9-13 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Supplies in too few hands in to few hands to establish prices.

EASTERN SHORE VIRGINIA Harvesting is expected to begin in approximately one week.

ELIZABETH CITY DISTRICT NORTH CAROLINA Most producers estimate harvest to begin the week ending June 25. Currently, no F.O.B. is being issued.

Source: USDA Specialty Crops Market News
1400 Independence Avenue Room 1529-S
Washington, DC 20250
Phone (202) 720-2175

---POTATOES - CHIPPER

**FLORIDA** 2022 CROP Shipments 275-329-339 --- Movement expected to remain the same Too few open market sales to establish a market.

**WISCONSIN** 2021 CROP Shipments 186-173-159 --- Movement expected to remain about the same. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

**MICHIGAN** 2021 CROP Shipments 77-46-60 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Most movement on pre-season contract. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

**ELIZABETH CITY DISTRICT NORTH CAROLINA** Shipments 0-8-58 --- Movement expected to increase seasonally over the next 7 days as more producers begin to harvest. Currently, no F.O.B. is being issued.

**AROOSTOOK COUNTY MAINE** 2021 CROP Shipments 63-40-48 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Most movement on pre-season contract. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

**MINNESOTA-NORTH DAKOTA (RED RIVER VALLEY)** 2021 CROP Shipments 28-30-31 --- Movement expected to remain the same. Supplies in too few hands to establish market.

**WESTERN AND CENTRAL NEW YORK** 2021 CROP Shipments 26-19-14 --- Movement expected to decrease seasonally. Most movement on pre-season contract. Too few open market sales to establish a market.

**GEORGIA** 2022 CROP Shipments 0-0-8 --- Movement expected to increase as chippers receive potatoes. Too few open market sales to establish a market. FIRST REPORT